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Abstract

With a great potential for the development and civilian use of the uranium industrial complex
in Kazakhstan, there are several existing obstacles in the form of public opinion which still possesses
a strong "radiation phobia" as a result of past military activity in the Republic. It is not enough to
have talks on the radio or articles in newspapers from famous authoritative individuals to overcome
this radiation phobia. Systematic education of the public is necessary in order to cultivate a new
generation of ecological specialists and business specialists. Therefore, it is necessary to create a plan
to carry out this daunting task. In this paper, the creation of such a plan is elaborated.

INTRODUCTION

Now, the authorities of Kazakhstan are considering "The Program of Atomic Energy
Development in Kazakhstan until 2030"[l] and have been studying the technical and economic
requirements needed for the construction of a nuclear reactor near Lake Balkhash. The development
of atomic engineering does not have a particularly bad perspective for the future in Kazakhstan. There
is a BN-350 fast breeder nuclear reactor in Aktau that is located near the Caspian Sea in Western
Kazakhstan. Also, there are four research nuclear reactors in the eastern region of Kazakhstan and in
Almaty. HighK qualified personnel that work at these nuclear sites exist in Kazakhstan that would be
able to sufficient!) develop the atomic engineering sphere. Moreover, Kazakhstan has practically an
unlimited resource base for providing future power stations with nuclear fuel. Additionally, it should
be said that Kazakhstan suffers from a deficiency of electrical energy. However, a curtailment of the
deficiency which would be resulted from increasing a quantity of heat power stations is connected
with some significant ecological problems. Coal in Kazakstan is characterized as having a high ash
level and emits a very large amount of waste after its burning. The waste contains a number of toxic
substances including radionuclide.

Nevertheless, the inclination for Kazakhstan to further develop its atomic energy structure
oftentimes is very misunderstood by both social groups and even some governmental officials, which
is unfortunate given that the energy future of our country including the further development of the
atomic energy structure is already in progress. Obviously, there is still a strong radiation phobia in
Kazakhstan. The republic survived a multitude of nuclear test explosions in the Semipalatinsk region
that led to a significant impact on both nature and the population. Furthermore, there were also other
nuclear explosions in different parts of the republic in order to study the geological background and in
order to construct some containers for the intermediate storage of petroleum or radioactive waste.
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Since 1950, the production of uranium has been developing. During this time, about 50
uranium deposits have been explored in Kazakstan. Seven of them have already been exploited. There
were three mining and milling enterprises mined through traditional methods (now two remain) in
Kazakhstan. Their activity led to vast amounts of radioactive waste (240 million tons) which has a
significant environmental impact. The situation is made worse by the situation that some of the
former uranium enterprises have been closed recently and their waste has not been handled by other
firms.

However, the situation in Kazakhstan is not all bad. A number of measures have been
introduced in order to improve the situation in Kazakhstan such as the introduction of some laws such
as "On the Use of Atomic Energy" and "On Radioactive Safety". Also, a law about "Management of
Radioactive Waste" has been prepaared and awaits approval. Earlier Kazakhstan passed "The
Conception of Management of Radioactive Waste"[2] in 1995. Also, many radiological investigations
are being carried out at tailing sites so as to reveal the most dangerous of them and then to determine
the degree of environmental impact. Some results of these investigations show that most of the tailing
sites are not hazardous to the environment or population except for 2-3 sites on which some further
investigations are needed. The main danger from these sites is the uncontrolled usage of radioactive
materials for house construction by the local population.

Now uranium is being produced, mainly, by In-Situ leaching (ISL) method, and as a result,
such uranium processing gives off a less amount of radioactive waste than traditional methods do.
Due to its large amount of uranium resources, which is about half of all the resources in the world that
is amenable to ISL extraction, Kazakhstan is able to become the third largest uranium producer in the
world. Undoubtedly, nuclear power stations create radioactive waste though its amount is
significantly less than thermal electricity power stations. Moreover Kazakhstan has many possibilities
to store and keep radioactive waste.

Therefore, having this considerable perspective for developing atomic engineering and modern
techniques of uranium mining and milling, Kazakhstan needs special guidelines, in which would be
provided some advantages of atomic engineering, including the origin of ways to deal with issues of
radioactive waste, safe management and disposal, etc.

1. THE AIMS OF THE GUIDELINES

The first aim is to carry out general educational activities regarding the use of atomic energy
and managing radioactive waste. The second aim will be the persuasion of specialists and a large
amount of the general population for the possibility of safe accumulation of radioactive waste and real
efficacy and competitive ability of atomic engineering in comparison with other energy means. First
of all, both goals proceed from the necessity of considering public opinion in the development and the
execution of atomic energy projects. In order to find mutual compliance between the public,
specialists from atomic industry, and specialists from other branches of industry, they all have to be
speaking the same 'language' and have the same background which we would like to propose with
the guidance of handling with radioactive waste. There are some examples of misunderstanding
between these groups in Kazakhstan. Thanks largely to the absence of such a mutual understanding
between specialists and the public, the government hastily and insufficiently considered options for
closing the Semipalatinsk nuclear test site. This then led to a great deal of damage for Kazakhstan as a
whole, and to an aggravation of the living conditions of residents near the test site area. As the second
example, we can consider the decision to close radioactive waste disposal site in the Akmola region in
the north of Kazakhstan. This disposal site was almost ready to accept its first shipment of radioactive
waste. However, due to public opposition, it was closed. After closing, its available equipment and
facilities were ruined. Moreover, a new project is now beginning at a new site. Due to negative public
opinion stirred up by unknowledgeable politicians, until very recently, even an expert estimation of
the possibility of using underground cavities created by the explosion of salt sediments, cannot
measured for radioactive waste disposal. Even though a variant of high-level radioactive waste
disposal in the salt region of Azgyr exists, the public is not ready yet to positively assess such a
project.
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At the present time in our country, we understand that the successful development of atomic
industry and a radioactive waste management system cannot be successful without involving a full
range of public representatives to discuss some of its problems. The importance and the necessity of
such involvement of the public is shown by researchers in Great Britain [3] where they conducted a
public opinion poll about the danger of diverse kinds of activity in different regions and considered
the level of public knowledge on the provision of atomic energy. Where the public was openly
admitted to the discussion of problems of the atomic industry led to a positive influence on the
adoption of justifiable decisions due to the fact that the public attitude to atomic industry and
radioactive waste management system became favorable. Where nuclear facilities are absent and
where dialogue between specialists and the public is not conducted leads to a negative public attitude
towards either the atomic industry or its radioactive waste and even stronger than the opposition to
any other type of hazardous activity. It is such a surprise for former Soviet citizens to see work with
visitors who wish to become acquainted with the atomic enterprise in Western Cumbria or Scotland:
each enterprise has specially equipped premises named 'reception' for such visitors. The facilities are
provided with some demonstrative halls with models, placards, schemes, and so on. You can be read
lectures and shown films in it. If it is necessary, visitors can make acquaintance with working sites to
be convinced of the efficiency of the safety measures for radiation protection of the public,
environment and proper personnel against the detrimental effluents and emanation. So we share the
opinion that developers and directors of atomic energy projects have to earn the trust of society, and it
is essential that the public partake in an estimation and execution of nuclear energy projects from
their conception until completion.

2. TECHNICAL APPROACHES AND METHODOLOGY

For the background of the given guidelines, we decided to use some ideas from an American
guideline, named "Science, Society and America's nuclear waste"[4]. Like the American report, ours
will consist of four parts:

1. Radioactive waste. (Where we show inevitability and attributes of radioactive waste);
2. Radiation. (Danger and factors of ecological impact; sensitivity of the environment and

humankind to radioactivity);
3. Legislation providing for safe management of radioactive waste in Kazakhstan. (Critical

description of Kazakhstani laws in comparison with some laws of American and Western
countries);

4. Management system of radioactive waste. (Treatment, transportation, disposal, control,
monitoring. There will be shown the best samples of foreign disposal and waste management
systems.)

First, we prepared subject planning lecture materials for each section to define the volume and
possible context of it (see Appendix 1). The real content of each section will be formed in several
directions: compilation, creative change and adaptation. Naturally, a lot of facts, arguments, and
events which will be included in the guidelines need to be located, obtained, analyzed, understood and
then determine their place. First, we consider the rich experience of radioactive waste treatment and
management accumulated under the rubric of IAEA activity. Moreover, we have some experience
from the creation of "The Conception of Radioactive Waste Management in Kazakhstan," which has
been accepted by the authorities in Kazakhstan, as well as in carrying out an ecological impact report
as a part of the TACIS program that resulted from mining and milling tailings. Also, we have
experience from making up some working documents for the rehabilitation of mining and milling
tailings. All guideline personnel have the experience of dealing with and treating different types of
radioactive waste first-hand.

Guidance materials will consist of graphics, pictures, and tables created by computer programs.
This figurative part of the guidance has particular importance to achieve the best comprehension of
text material.
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We are supposed to create the guidelines simultaneously while providing lessons on energy
options in schools in Almaty, and among specialists of enterprises in NJC "Kazatomprom." An active
dialogue between lectors and listeners allows for a good distribution of educational and training
materials to listeners that will improve the way the guidelines are perceived and apprehended. An
important feature of a lesson must be its organization and providing some discussion about all the
positive and negative points of each experience given in the guideline report. This will help in
avoiding any bad mistakes in the guidelines and improve the lessons overall. With this, listeners will
be directed accurately how to find a precise solution from a cumbersome situation connected with or
resulted from management of radioactive waste.

3. EXPECTED RESULTS

As a result, future usage of the guidelines, we hope:

1. It will be useful in decreasing the amount of radiation phobia amongst diverse groups
of the Kazakhstani population by making acquaintance with radiation safety in the
world. Kazakhstan can benefit greatly in the area of nuclear energy because the
legislative basis of radiation protection and radioactive waste management in
Kazakhstan are being constructed by using world experience. Thanks to these
guidelines, the population can be convinced of the advantages of atomic energy as
opposed to other energy options.

2. It will enhance radiation protection in atomic industry by increasing the quality of
specialists and the quality of drilling.
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Appendix 1

THE EXAMPLE OF A COURSE AND THEME REVIEW

Course

Radioac-

tive Waste

(RW)

Level

Initial

Theme

Energy as

Resource

Radioactive

Waste

Population

andRW

Lecture

Energy,

Electricity,

Standards of

living

Power plant

Radioactive

waste, original

and locality

Radioisotopes in

RW, RW types

Management

principles

Relationship

between RW and

population

Mapping for

choosing of a RW

disposal site

Key words

Energy resource,

Renewable resource,

Power station, Fossil,

Nuclear energy

Heat power station,

Nuclear reactor, Ceramic

pellets, Fission, Fission

products, Waste

Mining and Milling

process, Nuclear fuel

cycle, RW disposal,

Damps, Polygons,

Cavities

Activity, High Level-,

Intermediate Level-,

Low Level- and

Transuranic Waste,

Sealed and Unsealed

source

Licence, Radiation

safety, Safety

assessment, Safety

culture, Collection,

Immobilization,

Monitoring

Dose, Absorbed dose,

Equivalent dose,

Collective dose, Critical

group, Sievert

Map, Plan, Legend,

Geology, Hydrology,

Rock, Ground water.

Permeability, Sorption

Knowledge

Up-date statistics of

energetic industry

Electricity production

Sources of RW and

Environmental

Statistics of RW

distribution by

radioisotopes

Statistics of RW

disposal distribution by

regions

Exposure pathways.

Risk

Analyzing geological.

thopography, other

maps

NEXT PAOB(S)
toft BLANK
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